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A Geometric Localization Theorem * 

PETER W. JONES 

Department of Mathernaticr. Uniwrsily of Chicago. Chicago. llliriois 60627 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof of Theorem 3.11 in the 
previous paper of Jerison and Kenig [ 1 1. A connected domain Y c B?” is 
said to be an (E, 6) domain if for all .x,J’ E (V’, /.Y -!,I < 6. there is a 
rectifiable arc )I c C/ joining s to ~7 and satisfying 

dist(z.%‘)=d(z)>c ‘“~~~~~~z’ for all z on ;I. 
‘r 1 (2) 

Here I(y) denotes the Euclidean arclength of a rectifiable arc ;I and Ix ->‘I 
denotes the Euclidean distance between x. .V E W “. A domain 5’ is said to be 
an (F, 6) nontangentially accessible domain (N.T.A.) if 9 is an (E, 6) domain 
and for every point q E iiCY and r E (0, 6), there is a point z such that 
B(z, r) c B(q, r/F) f” 9”. Here B(. Y r denotes the Euclidean ball centered at , ) 
.X and of radius r. The following localization theorem is used by Jerison and 
Kenig in their paper [ 11. 

THEOREM. Suppose 2’ is an (E, S) N.T.A. There is a positive cotwant A 
depending only on the values of e and the dimension n such that kchenever 
q E ii/l‘ and r E (0, 6/A), there is a domain CL’(,,~ such that Yy,V is a 
(l/A, l/A) N.T.A. and 

9 n B(q, r) c CL’~,~ c V n B(q,Ar). (3) 

Jerison and Kenig call Vqqr a cap. Before proving the theorem we make 
two observations. Firstly, the example v’ = ( (x, J’, z) E IR’: z < (x’ + 1,’ )I” ) 
shows that not every (F, 6) domain is an N.T.A. Secondly, the theorem is not 
hard to prove when n = 2. We say no more than this can be accomplished by 
cutting i/’ into two components by constructing a suitable arc. Thus our only 
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problem is to prove the theorem in the case where n > 3. The proof we give, 
however, is valid for all dimensions greater than one. Our figures will be 
drawn only for the planar case to ease comprehension, though their higher 
dimensional analogues are not too much harder to visualize. 

Fix q E $9 and r > 0; we may assume I = 2-” for some integer m. By a 
translation, we may also assume that q is the center of a dyadic cube Q with 
sidelength r(Q) = 2 -m+1. Let 8. = G!Y (7 Q”, where E” denotes the interior of 
a set E. Then B(q, r) n B c Go, but go may not even be connected. To 
rectify this we will add onto go a certain portion of a. Before doing this we 
pause to collect some information on 9~~‘s local behavior. 

Let W = { Qj} be the dyadic Whitney decomposition of 9. (See [ 21 for a 
construction of W.) Then each Qj is a closed dyadic cube and uj Qj = 9. 
Furthermore 

Q;nQ:=0, j# k, 

1 < dist(Qj, aQ) 
. 

lCQj> ,<4fi 

and 

l<Qj> 1/4 G [(Qk) < 4 if QjiQk#O. 

Because all cubes in W are dyadic, each Qj E W satisfies either Q.i c Q or 
Q,‘? n Q” = 0. In what follows A r, A, ,..., denote certain constants whose 
values depend only upon E and the dimension n. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose Qj, Qk E W and Qj (7 Qk f7 Go # 0. If x E Qj and 
y E Q,“, then there is an arc y joining x to y, with length l(y) ,<A, jx - yl, 
and such that 

1 /x--z1 IY-ZI dist (z, @) > A . 
1 lx-Yl 

for all z on ys 

ProoJ We first observe that the line segment YJ is contained in 9. This 
follows from properties (5) and (6) of the Whitney decomposition. Since Q” 
is convex, WE Q”. Let z. be the midpoint of 3. There is a point z, E Q” 
such that Izo - zr I < Ix -y[/lO” and B(z,, Ix -yj/100n2) c Q. Let y be the 
union of the line segments F and zr y. Then y E Q” and I(y) < 2 Ix - y I. By 
properties (5) and (6), 

d(z) > &- miW(x), d(y)) 
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for all z on y. Since every face of Q is a hyperplane, the construction of y 
shows that 

dist(z, Q”) > & . 
Ix-z1 lJ’-Zl 

1x -.I?’ 

for all z on 7. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
An application of conditions (1) and (2) shows there is a cube Q, E W, 

Q, c Q, with length I(Q) > e2r/64n. (If rad(Y) < 2r, the lemma is trivial.) 
We fix now and hereafter one such cube Q,. For Qj E W, let zj denote the 
center of Qj. To make g0 connected, we would like to do something like the 
following. For each zj E Q, take an arc yj, connecting zj to z,, and satisfying 
(1) and (2). Let Fj = ( Qk E W: Qk n yj # la}. Then put I/,,, = go U UilEQ F,. 
Unfortunately, this idea does not quite work. This is because we could have 
added to P0 two cubes Qj, Qk , which intersect at only one point x, while all 
other Whitney cubes containing x were not added to CPO. To rectify this we 
could chop off certain “bad” pieces of each Fj, forming new sets Fj, and 
then put C/i = Y’, U UrjEQ ij. It is not hard to convince oneself that even 
then CJ, need not be an (q, co) domain for any value of .q > 0. As a last 
attempt we could connect each Fj to every Fk which comes near to it, 
proceeding in the above manner. We could obtain new sets Gjk and hope that 
I;I,*, = P, U Uj,k Gj,k satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. It is exactly 
this strategy that we adopt in the following paragraphs. The technicalities 
involved are a bit arduous, but the ideas behind our construction are rather 
simple. 

The building blocks for our construction will be certain “good” pieces of 
Whitney cubes, which we call pipe segments and tees. Let us fix our 
attention on an (arbitrary) cube Qj E W. Let Q,,, , Qjq2,..., Qj,,, be all those 
cubes Qk E W such that Qj f’ Qk is an n - 1 dimensional cube. By (6) there 
are at most 4”+’ . 2rz such cubes. Let z,i,k be the center of Q,i~ Qi,A. and let 
L,i,k be the line segment - ZjZj,k. 1 <k < M. For each such L.i,k let Si,l, = 
(X E Q,i: dist(.u, Lj,k) < 10-j” min(l(Qj), I(Q,))}. Each Sj,k is a pipe segmerzt 
connecting zi to a neighborhood on 3Qj of z,i,k; it is also clearly an (q, co) 
domain for some value of 11 depending only on the dimension II. Let T, = 
B(zj, lOPi/(Q Then the pipe segments Sj,k are joined together by T,. In 
the terminology of plumbing, Tj is a tee. An admissible set S c Qj is a 
nonvoid collection of pipe segments Sj.k together with Tj. The null set is also 
defined to be an admissible set. The following lemma can be easily verified 
by the reader. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose Qj, Qk E W and Qj n Qk # 0. If S, c Qj and 
S, c Qk are admissible sets and Sjn S, # 0, then (SjU Sk)’ is a 
(10 P4n. 03) domain. If Sj c Qj is an admissible set and S, n Qk # 0, then 
(Sju Qk)” is a ( 10P4”, co) domain. 
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An arc y c V connecting z, to z1 is said to be a pipeline if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 

y is the union of a collection of centers Lj,k of pipe segments Si,h. (7) 

d(z)>i lz~-zIIz2-zI 
‘A Iz, - 221 

for all z on ‘J. 

and 

If x, Y E y and y(x, JJ) is the subarc of y having 
endpoints x and J’, then I(;J(x, ~1)) <A Ix -?‘I. (9) 

The number A appearing in (8) and (9) is called the pipeline constant of I’, 
and we say that y is an A pipeline. 

LEMMA 3. Suppose z , , z ? E Y and Iz, -z21 < 612. Therl there is an A, 
pipeline joining z, to z2. 

Proof: We may assume Izi - z21 > 2 min(d(z,), d(z>)), for otherwise the 
lemma is trivial. Let y,, be an arc joining z, to z1 and satisfying (1) and (2). 
and let s,EZ satisfy ilz,-z,I <2’“d(zl)<~lz,-zZI. For sEZ, 
-l~s~s,,pickapointx,iny,n(x:lx-z,/=2”d(r,)}.Then 

Let x -2 =z,. By (lo), whenever -2 < s < s0 - 1, there is an arc r,$ joining 
x,Y to ,x,Y+ i satisfying 

l(I’,) <; 2”d(z,) (11) 

and 

d(z)>;2‘d(z,) for all i on r,. (12) 

Let Fz,,, ={Q,,,}={QjEW:Qj~r,#O). -2<s<s,-1. By (11) and 
(12) each F. AI.7 contains at most E P3 102” cubes and 

By (12), (U, Q,,,} C’ B(z,, (~~/32) 2”d(z,)) = 0, 64/c’ < s ,< s, - 1. For each 
Q,., E Fzl.,, let L.kl be th e collection of all centers of pipe segments 
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S .s.t.k c es.,. Then by the above properties of the cubes Q,T.,, there is a 
pipeline r,, connecting il to a center zj of a cube Qj E W such that Qin 
{x: I-Y-z,/ =2”%4z,)}#0 and such that /(Qj)> (c/l6rt)lz, -z& 
Furthermore, Tz, is an ~zlOJn~-’ pipeline. Form in exactly the same manner 
a pipeline f,, connecting z2 
l(Qj) > (~/‘16;2) 1~1 - Z21, 

to zi and with pipeline constant 1z10”‘~~~. Since 
a suitable subset off,, U r,> provides us with an A, 

pipeline joining z, to z?. 
We now start to connect up P’,, . For each z. E ‘I’,,, let pi be a pipeline 

joining zl to z,,. We now form the associated pi& Pi by taking P,j to be the 
smallest set containing pi such that ci f’ QA is an admissible set for all 
Qk E W. Let {Pi} be the collection of all such pipes: these pipes are called 
prirnar~l pipes. See Figs. 1 and 2. If we put G’, = P’,, U ( Ui Pi). then by (9). 

il’, c B(q, 2A, r). (13) 
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In Fig. 1 there are four Whitney cubes and two pipelines, In Fig. 2 the 
pipelines have been replaced by their associated pipes. 

9, is connected, but there is little else we can say about it. We fix this by 
adding more pipes onto 2,. For all pairs zj, zk E 9, satisfying $ < 
/(Qj)/Z(Qk) < 4 and lzi - zz 1 < 8n2AZf(Qj), construct a pipeline qi,k 
connecting zj to zk and let Pj,k be the associated pipe. Let (P,i.k} be the 
collection of all such pipes; these pipes are called secondqr pipes. By 
Lemma 3, 

(14) 

and 

d(Z) 2 + l(Qj) for all z on pj.kr (15) 
3 

for all secondary pipelines P~,~. Now put C/q,r = 9’i u ( (Jj,k Pj,k}. By (13) 
and (14), gq,, c B(q, A 3 r), so we need only verify that IL,,, is an N.T.A. By 
Lemmas 1, 2 and the construction of the pipes we obtain 

LEMMA 4. Suppose Qj, Qk E W and Qj f’ Qk r\ ~2’~~~ # 0. Then if 
xE QjnQ’q,r andJjE Qkf7C2 q,rr there is an arc y c %s.r joining x toy, with 
length f(y) < A 3 Ix - ~1, and such that 

1 Ix-z1 (p’-‘1 
dist(z, CP;,~) > A 

3 lx -Y 

for all z on y. 

Lemma 4 says we need only be able to find “good” arcs connecting 
centers zj, zk of Whitney cubes Qj, Qk. For if 

but QjnQkn!Y,.,- - 0, then either Qj or Qk lies outside of (I’“, and by the 
construction of the pipes, 

dist(Qj n Q’4,r, Qk n Q’,,,) > T$ min(l(Qj), &Q,)). 

Furthermore, if Qjn Vq,, # 0, then either Qj” c !Y4,r or Q,n Y’,,, is an 
admissible set, and Lemma 2 applies. With these observations in mind, we 
now verify the (E, 6) condition by examining pairs zj, zk of points in Pi,,,. 
Notice that every zj E /I,,, lies on some pipeline p, or ps,(; hence zi lies in 
the center of some pipe P, or P,.,. Let P = (lJj pj}( lJjqk pj,k} be the union of 
all primary and secondary pipelines. By the construction of the pipes 
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dist(z, G2z,r) is proportional to d(z) for all z E P. Thus if zj, zk E Qq,rr we 
need only find an arc y c P joining zj to zk with length &]I) < A 1 zi - zA / and 
such that 

dcz)> lzjmzI Izk-zl 
’ A lzj-zkI 

for all z on 1’. 

Case I. zj E P,, zk E P, (two primary pipes). Travel down the pipeline p, 
from zj to z,, until a point z1 E p, is reached which satisfies 

/Zj-zkl < f(Q,) < 4 l~i-zr/, 

If there is no such point z, E p,, set z, = zO. Let y, be the subarc of p, 
between zj and z, . By Lemma 3 ” 

G,) <Ax lzj-zAl. 

13) yield the estimate 

(16) 

Since f(Q,) > c2r/64n, Lemma 3 and ( 

for all z on y,. (17) 

In exactly the same manner find a point z2 on p, and let yZ be the subarc of 
pI between zk and z2. Then 

and 

d(z)>+lz,-z~ for all z on y2, 
3 

(19) 

We first treat the subcase where either zi = zO or z2 = z,,; by symmetry we 
may assume that the first of these conditions holds. Let y3 be the subarc ofp, 
between z2 and z,,. By (16) and Lemma3, l(y,)<A,(A,+ l)izj-z,l. 

Put y = y, u yz u y3. Then by (16) (18) and the above remark, /(;l) 6 
A, I zj - zk I. We also have the estimate d(z) > (l/A,) I zk - z / for all z on yl. 
Thus by (17) and (19), 

d(r)>i /zj-zl lzkpzI 
’ A, lzjez!i 

for all z on y. 

We now treat the subcase where z, # zO and z? # zO. By Lemma 3 
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so there is a secondary pipeline p, ,z connecting z, to z2. By (14) and (15) 

and 

(21) 

Let Y=Y~UY,UP,,~. Then by (16) (18), and (20), /(,))<A, /zj-~~1, and 
by (17), (19). and (21). 

dcz)>i lzjezI lzkpzl 
’ A, I ‘j - z!i I 

for all z on y. 

Case II. zi E p,, zh E p(,, (one primary pipe and one secondary pipe). 
Let yi be the subarc of Pt., between zk and zI. By (14) and ( 15), I(v,) Q 
A,~z,i-z,~andd(z)~(I/A,)~z,-z~forallzony,.Nowlety~cPbethe 
arc joining zj to zI constructed as in case I, and let 1’ = y, U ;J?. Then the 
estimates in case I for yz along with our estimates for y, yield 

I(Y) GA, Izj-zh and d(zJ>L I’j-‘I IzL-zl 
’ A, lzjpz!i 

for all z on 1’. 

Case III. zj E P,,,, zk E P,.,. (two secondary pipes). Let y, be the subarc 
ofp,,, between zI and z,Y. Then by (14) and (15), 

/(YE) GAr IZj-z~I and d(z) > + 1 z.i - z 1 for all z on 7,. 
4 

Now let yz c P be the arc joining zk to z,~ constructed as in case II, and let 
y = y, U y2. Then the above estimates for ~1, along with the estimates from 
cases I and II for yz yield 

I(Y) < A 6 1 z.j - zh 1 and for all z on y. 

Therefore Vqqr is a (l/A, co) domain. 
We now verify N.T.Aness of %‘. Fix a point p E %fr’,., and a value of 

s > 0. First suppose that p E I . ( ” Then since Q is nontangentially accessible 
there is a point z such that B(x, s) c B(p, As) n ‘s“‘, as long as s is small 
enough. Now suppose that p @ PC; by (3) we may assume s < Y. Then either 
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p E CQ or p is in the boundary of some primary or secondary pipe. In either 
case there is a dyadic cube S containing p such that 

Q"nso=O and 
102” 

ysW)< 
2 . lo?” 

s. 
& 

Let .Y be the center of S; by our previous remark it is sufficient to handle the 
case where .Y E ‘I’. The argument which produced the “large” cube Q, c Q 
shows there is Qi E W, Qic S. with length I(Q,j)> (102”/n)s. Since 

Qj n Q+q.r is an admissible set. there is a point z E Q,i such that 
B(z. s) c q$ This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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